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Wind tunnel tests on the rigid model of large-span shallow spherical shell roof structure were carried out. The variation rule and the calculation method for the average shape coefficient of the fluctuating wind pressure under six different typical wind directions were obtained. The wind pressure distribution of the node deflection and cross section stress was numerically investigated and analyzed. Meanwhile, the effect of mechanics-flow form of the typical spherical shell structure on the wind pressure distribution was analyzed quantitatively. In this study, it is found that the results of numerical simulation agree well with the wind tunnel test data. The study on the mechanical characteristics, as well as the wind vibration research, of the spherical shell structure in different working conditions provides a reliable theoretical basis for the mechanical index of the wind vibration.

1. Introduction

Large-span roof structure has been widely used for various large public buildings such as hangars, gymnasiums, and exhibition pavilions in recent decades. The thin shell structure is considered as a great technological progress compared with the large-span roof structure because they can cover a large free area with a roof having a thickness of only a few centimeters [1]. A thin shell is defined as a three-dimensional spatial curved structural surface that is composed of one or more folded plates and curved slabs. Thin shell is recognized as the form-resistant structure that mainly produces bending moment and in-plane stress when subjected to external loads [2, 3]. Due to the aesthetically pleasing surface and reasonable structural form, the shell structure has been widely employed since 1960s. Because of the high strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios of these structures and considering the complexity of structural dynamic characteristics, the research on the susceptibility of shell roof subjected to wind loads is of great importance.

Some investigations on the wind-induced dynamic response and stress distribution of large-span roof structures have been performed. Full-scale wind pressure measurement on single-span buildings was conducted by Hoxey and Robertson [4], which indicated that the geometric shape of structure had obvious influences on the wind-induced response of structure. Uematsu et al. [5] studied the wind load characteristics and the mean and fluctuating wind pressures of latticed dome. Fu et al. [6] investigated the effect of wind speed, wind direction, and acceleration responses on the structural performance of roof structures.

Compared with high-rise vertical buildings, the large-span roof structure is featured with its complicated structural frequencies and dynamic resonant responses [7, 8]. Moreover, it is rather complicate to grasp vibration modes of large-span roof structures. Therefore, the extremum of wind-induced responses of large-span shell roof structures cannot be produced only by numerical methodologies. In fact, every single structure has its own special characteristics, and wind tunnel tests of a scaled model are considered essential in order to accurately assess the effect of wind pressure on the large-span structure [9]. Typically, wind tunnel tests are employed to obtain information considering the vibration response or the wind pressure distribution of structures due to the applied wind. Marukawa et al. [10] conducted a series of wind tunnel tests regarding the issue of...
fluctuating wind pressures. They discussed the gust loading factor of the large-span roof structures. Hongo [11] investigated the effect of spherical roof’s geometry on the characteristics of the wind pressure field in a wind tunnel, and then an empirical formula for assessing the design wind loads was developed. Zhou et al. [12] obtained the experimental tests upon means and fluctuating wind pressures acting on a large roof structure through wind tunnel experiments.

In this study, to determine the mean and fluctuating wind load characteristics, a shallow spherical shell roof structure (with rise-to-span ratio less than 1/5) was investigated by a wind tunnel test on a scaled model. In addition, the wind pressure coefficient and fluctuating wind pressure under different typical wind directions were obtained. Moreover, ANSYS software and midas gen software were used to simulate the wind pressure filed of this shallow spherical shell roof structure under different wind directions. The wind-induced responses of this thin spherical shell roof structure provided detailed understanding and enriched corresponding database of large-span spatial roof structure.

2. Wind Tunnel Experiments

2.1. Test Setup. The experiments were conducted in a closed-type wind tunnel at Northwest University of Technology, China, which consists of three alterable sections with a total length of 80 m. Dimensions of the testing section employed are 12 × 2.5 × 3.5 m (length × height × width, L × H × W). The wind-induced vibrations of spherical shell roof structure were predicted based on the wind tunnel experiment data, and the maximum permissible wind velocity was 90 m/s, and the minimum stable wind velocity was 10 m/s. The wind pressure was measured by the PSI9816 device and the network intelligent pressure data acquisition system based on TCP/TP. The outline of the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Experimental Model. The tested model was constructed at 1:100 scale by using glass materials with a thickness of 3 mm. The spherical shell roof in the experiment had a length of 0.083 m along the arrow height and 1 m in span, which means the rise-to-span is 1:12. The model was deployed on a wood plate with a diameter of 1.9 m, while smooth chamfers were designed around the wood plate. A total of 352 wind pressure measurement points were arranged on the half side of the model considering the symmetric characteristic. The sampling frequency was 100 Hz. The air tightness of each pressure line was checked before the installation of the model. In this study, to determine the mean and fluctuating wind load characteristics, the distribution of pressure measurement points is shown in Figure 2.

The wind pressure model in wind tunnel.

The directions of wind were selected as 0°, ±45°, ±90°, and ±180° (defined by the longitudinal axis of wind tunnel), while the geomorphology and wind profile were neglected in the test. The wind speed was 26.8 m/s.

The average wind pressure coefficient $C_{p,i}$ of each pressure tap under different wind directions was derived by

$$ C_{p,i} = \frac{p_i - P_{\infty}}{(1/2) \rho v^2}, \quad (1) $$

where $p_i$ = pressure at ith point, $P_{\infty}$ = static pressure of the reference point, and $(1/2) \rho v^2$ = dynamic pressure of the reference point.

The local shape coefficient of model $\mu_z$ can be obtained by using wind load $\omega_k$ [13], basic wind pressure $\omega_0$, vibration factor $\beta_z$, and height variation factor of wind pressure at height $z \mu_z$.

$$ \mu_z = \frac{\omega_k}{\omega_0 \cdot \beta_z \cdot \mu_z}, \quad (2) $$

where $\mu_z$ can be calculated as

$$ \mu_z = 0.478 Z^{0.32}. \quad (3) $$

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

The wind pressure coefficients of six different wind directions are displayed in Figure 3, where $m$ represents the number of pressure measurement points. It can be seen that the pressure of each pressure tap was varied with the change of wind direction, and it is obvious that in some specific areas of the model, the pressure coefficient reached a peak value of -2.5 while the coefficient of another area closed to zero. It is known that the non-full-span distribution of wind pressure possibly leads to more disadvantages on the mechanical performance of structures compared with the case of full-span distribution. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the actual distribution of wind pressure on the complex structures. Seven replication experiments were conducted to achieve the coefficient of wind pressure under the wind direction of 0°, and the test results are shown in Table 1. It was obtained that the results of different experiments in the present study showed a relatively higher level of repeatability, which indicates that the results of present experimental investigation assumed typical response of thin spherical shell roof structures.

Figure 4 shows the local shape coefficients of the model under wind directions employed in this study according to equations (2) and (3). It is considered that the wind
pressure of the model appeared as suction forces upward owing to the negative value of wind pressure with the wind directions between 0 and 90 degrees, and the shape coefficients of the forward area of the model possessed a declination attributed to the separation zone in front of the roof. Simultaneously, the variation in shape coefficients of the backward of the model showed a smoothly increasing alteration as a result of the existence of reattachment zone at this area.

Figure 5 presents the pressure nephogram and isobaric line of the shallow shell spherical roof with different wind directions in the wind tunnel test. It was observed that the maximum suction forces of wind on the surface of roof occurred at the lateral side of edge on the upwind side, and it was worth noting that the distribution of wind pressure on the thin spherical shell roof differs from that of spherical shell roof; the separation of wind pressure was moderate owing to the relatively small suction force caused by wind.

Furthermore, wind pressures on the surface of shallow spherical shell roof were of negative values, and the wind load on the roof was dominated by suction forces, while the maximum suction force was observed at the top of the roof surface, which was induced by the flow acceleration along the curved surface at this area. In conclusion, the wind tunnel test suggests that the aerodynamic shape of shallow spherical shell roof can be improved to reduce the influence of wind load.

4. Finite Element (FE) Analysis

To compare the results from tests and the performance of unscaled structure, the finite element model of original
structure was developed by using the ANSYS software to obtain specific responses, as shown in Figure 6. The wind load was applied to the model according to the test. Under Cartesian coordinates, the three-dimensional compressible unsteady Navier–Stokes equations in integral form can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{u} \otimes \mathbf{u}) &= -\nabla p + \frac{1}{Re} \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} + \mathbf{f}, \\
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \mathbf{u} \) is the velocity, \( p \) is the pressure, \( \mathbf{f} \) is the body force, and \( Re \) is the Reynolds number.
Figure 5: Continued.
Figure 5: The pressure nephogram and isobaric line of shallow shell spherical roof.

Figure 6: Finite element modelling of structure.

Figure 7: Continued.
Figure 7: Results of FE analysis. (a) Lateral side of the model. (b) Windward side. (c) Leeside of the model. (d) Shell roof.

Table 2: Basic load conditions applied to the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Type of load</th>
<th>Wind load (kN/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dead load</td>
<td>1.13/1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Live load</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Live load</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of modal analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modals</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Cycle/s</th>
<th>Period (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.9679</td>
<td>1.109</td>
<td>0.9017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.8129</td>
<td>1.2435</td>
<td>0.8042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.566</td>
<td>1.5225</td>
<td>0.6568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.565</td>
<td>1.6815</td>
<td>0.5947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.4582</td>
<td>2.3011</td>
<td>0.4346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9: Displacements of nodes in the FE model under different load conditions. (a) Condition 1. (b) Condition 2. (c) Condition 3. (d) Condition of wind load. (e) Condition of increasing temperature. (f) Condition of decreasing temperature. (g) Condition of horizontal seismic. (h) Condition of horizontal seismic.
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_{\Omega} Q \, dV + \oint_{\partial \Omega} F \cdot \bar{n} \, dS = 0, \]  
\[ \text{(4)} \]

where \( Q = (\rho, \rho u, \rho v, \rho w, \rho e)^T \) denotes the solution vector, \( \partial \Omega \) denotes the boundary of integral domain, \( \bar{n} \) denotes the normal vector directing outward of integral domain, and \( t \) is time.

To well capture the unsteady boundary layer separation induced by shockwave in transonic flow, the shear stress transport (SST) \( k-\omega \) turbulence model is chosen to enclose Navier–Stokes equations for steady state simulations. The transport equations for turbulence energy \( k \) and dissipation rate \( \omega \) can be written as follows:

\[ \frac{\partial (\rho k)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho ku)}{\partial x_i} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \Gamma_k \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_i} \right) + G_k - Y_k, \]  
\[ \text{(5)} \]

\[ \frac{\partial (\rho \omega)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \omega u)}{\partial x_i} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \Gamma_\omega \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_i} \right) + G_\omega - Y_\omega + D_\omega. \]

For both inviscid and viscous terms in Navier–Stokes equations, the second-order upwind scheme proposed by Barth and Jesperson is employed.

Figure 7 presents the results of FE analysis. The wind pressure yields greater values between the shell roof and the ground, while the wind appeared to separate at the steps, leading to the vortex in the form of low pressure. Due to blunt body of the model, the pressure in the middle position is the highest, with the flow of air from the middle to both sides and above; the pressure gradually decreases, and the change of pressure is directly related to the local windward area, and under the condition of flow separation, the pressure recovery on the leeward side is low, and the total pressure on the leeward side is lower than that on the upwind side. On the windward side of the top cover, the effect of flow around is more obvious; while moving from the symmetrical position to both sides, the effect of flow acceleration gradually weakens. By making comparisons between Figures 7 and 5, it can be concluded that distributions...
of wind pressure obtained by FE method and tests are similar, which somewhat confirms the validity of FE analysis.

The midas gen software was used to simulate the response of unscaled structure. The truss element was employed to establish the finite element model, as shown in Figure 8. The dead loads and live loads are selected according to the practical engineering, yet the deadweight of structure was not included.

The wind load $\omega_k$ was calculated by equation (2), where $\mu_s$ was taken as 1.7 in accordance with the test results, and $\mu_s, \mu_p,$ and $\omega_0$ were determined according to GB 50009-2012 [13].

Three load conditions, including dead loads, live loads, seismic loads, and wind loads, were applied to the model to conduct the finite element analysis. The specific information of basic load conditions is listed in Table 2. Specially, for the purpose of considering the seismic action, the modal analysis was carried out in order to transfer seismic loads into static forces, and the results are organized in Table 3. Moreover, the influence of temperature change on the structure was taken into consideration, and ranges of 15–30 and 8–15 degrees were selected as cases for temperature change.

The node displacements of finite element (FE) model under three load conditions, seismic loads, and temperature loads are shown in Figure 9. It was concluded that the performance of structure under each single load condition is favorable on the basis of the limited displacement of nodes in the FE model. So, combinations of these load conditions were made to investigate the performance of the structure under various load conditions. The combinations of loads are referred to the form as

\[
\lambda = \eta_1 \lambda_1 + \eta_2 \lambda_2 + \eta_3 \lambda_3 + \eta_4 \lambda_4 + \eta_5 \lambda_5 + \eta_6 \lambda_6,
\]

(6)

where $\lambda_i =$ combined load condition; $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3 =$ three basic load conditions; $\lambda_4$ and $\lambda_5 =$ vertical and horizontal seismic loads, respectively; $\lambda_6 =$ load condition of temperature; $\eta_1, \eta_2,$ and $\eta_3 =$ coefficients of three basic load conditions, respectively, which reflect the contribution of each load condition to the final combination of load conditions; $\eta_4$ and $\eta_5 =$ coefficients of the vertical and horizontal seismic loads; and $\eta_6 =$ coefficient of the temperature loads.

Twenty-one conditions were analyzed by the FE method, and the allowable stresses method was used to evaluate the performance of structure under different load conditions. Tables 4 and 5 present the envelope values of stress and strip displacements at the midspan of shell under all cases obtained by FE analysis, where $\sigma_{\text{max}}, \sigma_{\text{min}}, \delta_x, \delta_y,$ and $\delta_z$ represents the maximum stress and minimum stress of elements, and displacements of node at directions $x, y,$ and $z$ regarding all load conditions, respectively. It can be seen that the maximum and minimum values in Tables 4 and 5 varied in a finite range, which suggests that the structure gives a nonuniform distribution of wind load, yet the limited value rarely influenced the performance of structure.

Figure 10 shows the maximum predicted-to-permitted stress ratio ($\alpha$), which includes the results of all load conditions ($q$). Regardless of the symmetric structure, the complexity of load conditions applied to the FE model lead to great variation in the ratios. Yet the ratios in Figure 8 illustrates that the maximum stress of members in the structure did not exceed the permission, which means the stiffness and strength of structure perform well under the wind load, and furthermore, the safety of structure was confirmed.

5. Conclusions

In this study, wind tunnel tests as well as the numerical simulation of large-span spherical shell roof structure when subjected to different typical wind directions were implemented to investigate its wind pressure characteristics. Wind force coefficients and shape coefficients were obtained to analyze the distribution of wind pressure on the roof structure, and the following conclusions can be summarized:

(1) Both wind force coefficients and shape coefficients change significantly with wind directions, and peak coefficients were obtained at 90°.

(2) For this spherical shell roof, most parts during test were subjected to negative wind pressure, i.e., suction force. Flow separation phenomenon occurred in the windward areas, and accordingly, the maximum negative value was observed at the top of the roof surface. The experimental results proved that the geometry of this spherical shell roof had good mechanical performance.

(3) The dynamic performance of spherical shell roof structure under wind load was studied with numerical method. Twenty-one load cases including the dead loads, live loads, seismic loads, and temperature loads were combined and applied to the FE model. The structure showed a desirable performance under employed load cases, and the stress and displacement of members varied within a permitted range.
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